The effects of droplet diameter, overall (i.e. liquid+gaseous phases) equivalence ratio and turbulence intensity on the edge flame propagation statistics for localised forced ignition of uniformly dispersed n-heptane droplet-laden mixtures under homogeneous isotropic decaying turbulence have been analysed based on Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) data. It has been found that the edge flame structure becomes increasingly prominent for large overall equivalence ratios and droplet diameters. Although the mean edge flame speed has been found to be positive and its most probable value remains comparable to the theoretical value for laminar edge flames in purely gaseous mixtures, the mean values have been found to decrease and the probabilities of finding locally negative edge flame speeds have been found to increase with increasing turbulence intensity. The marginal probability density function, and curvature and strain rate dependences of the edge flame speed have been found to be principally governed by the displacement speed of the fuel mass fraction isosurface intersecting the stoichiometric mixture fraction isosurface. The displacement speed of the stoichiometric mixture fraction isosurface has also been found to influence the local scalar gradient dependences of the edge flame speed in this configuration, especially for large droplets. The displacement speed of the fuel mass fraction isosurface S d has been found to be principally governed by leading order contributions of the reaction and molecular diffusion components and the evaporation contribution remains weak in comparison to these leading order contributors. The local edge flame speed exhibits non-linear curvature and strain rate dependences and its variation with the magnitudes of both fuel mass fraction and mixture fraction gradients has been found to be non-monotonic for all cases considered here. The correlations of the edge flame speed with curvature, strain rate and scalar gradient have been found to be qualitatively similar to the corresponding statistics reported in the existing literature for edge flames in purely gaseous mixtures. Additionally, the curvature and tangential strain rate dependences of edge flame speed have been found to be dependent on the droplet size and overall equivalence ratio, and these dependences become weak for cases with large droplets.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In many modern combustion devices (e.g. automotive engines, gas turbines, etc.), chemical reactions take place in the presence of inhomogeneous mixtures where both the fuel and oxidiser are neither homogeneously mixed nor totally segregated from each other. This situation is prevalent in the case of droplet combustion. Localised forced ignition (e.g. spark ignition, laser ignition etc.) of droplet-laden turbulent flows has applications in Direct Injection engines along with high-altitude relight in aero gas turbine applications. Flames resulting from localised ignition of inhomogeneous mixtures often exhibit edge flame structure as shown in previous numerical studies [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The edge flame propagation plays a pivotal role in flame stabilisation and flame extinction 7, 8 and it has been analysed extensively for unsteady laminar flames based on analytical 9-12 , experimental 7, [13] [14] [15] [16] and computational [17] [18] [19] [20] studies. A relatively limited number of studies [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] analysed edge flame propagation based on turbulent mixing layers and turbulent jet flows. Most of the aforementioned analyses [1] [2] [3] [4] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] on turbulent edge flame propagation have been conducted for gaseous phase combustion and relatively limited effort has been directed to the edge flame propagation in the context of droplet combustion 5 . Moreover, the majority of computational studies on edge flame propagation focused upon the effects of curvature, strain rate and scalar gradient dependences of the density-weighted displacement speed of a fuel mass fraction isosurface [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [17] [18] [19] [20] which intersects with the stoichiometric mixture fraction isosurface. However, in addition to the displacement speed of the fuel mass fraction isosurface, the displacement speed of the mixture fraction isosurface also affects the speed with which the flame propagates on the stoichiometric mixture fraction isosurface [24] [25] [26] . To the best of the authors' knowledge, there have been limited analyses 27, 28 , which concentrated on edge flame speed statistics in droplet-laden mixtures. Semi-analytical studies 27, 28 have highlighted the importance of the droplet diameter distribution and reactants diffusivities on the edge flame speed under laminar droplet laden mixing layers. However, there is yet to be a detailed investigation of edge flame propagation in turbulent droplet-laden mixtures and this void has been addressed here by carrying out a Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) analysis, which concentrated on edge flame speed statistics in igniting droplet-laden turbulent mixtures. Thus, three-dimensional DNS of localised forced ignition for n-heptane droplets under decaying homogeneous isotropic turbulence has been carried out for uniformly dispersed mono-sized droplets for different initial diameters and overall (i.e. liquid+gaseous phases) equivalence ratios. The overall equivalence ratio (i.e. fuel to air ratio by mass normalised by fuel to air ratio under stoichiometric condition) is calculated by summing the total amount of the fuel present in both liquid and gaseous phases, (i.e. φ ov = φ l + φ g with subscripts l and g stand for liquid and droplet phases, respectively). Under the initial conditions considered in this study, all the fuel is presented in the form of liquid droplets, and thus the total number of droplets initially present in the domain determines the initial overall equivalence ratio.
The aims of this paper are:
(i) To demonstrate the effects that droplet size and the overall equivalence ratio (or number density of droplets) have on the edge flame speed and its various components.
(ii) To analyse and explain the influences of droplet size and overall equivalence ratio on the curvature, scalar gradient and strain rate dependences of edge flame speed.
(iii) To compare the statistics of edge flame propagation in droplet-laden mixtures with previously obtained results for edge flames in purely gaseous mixtures, and indicate the modelling implications of these findings.
The rest of the paper will take the following form. The information related to mathematical background and numerical implementation will be provided in the next two sections. The results will be presented in Section 4 along with its discussion. The summary of the main findings and conclusions are provided in the final section of this paper.
II. MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
Three-dimensional DNS simulations have been carried out for 27 different parameter sets, consisting of three different initial turbulence intensities, overall equivalence ratios and droplet diameters. Thus, a modified single-step Arrhenius type irreversible chemical reaction is chosen for the current analysis to keep the computational cost of the study within reasonable limits. This chemical mechanism is expressed as:
where s is the mass of oxygen consumed per unit mass of fuel consumption. The chemical mechanism was implemented following Tarrazo et al. 29 , where the activation energy, E ac , and the heat of combustion have been taken to be functions of the gaseous equivalence ratio, φ g , which provides a realistic equivalence ratio dependence for the unstrained laminar burning velocity S L φg in hydrocarbon-air flames. A similar methodology has been implemented by Haruki et al. 30 for a two-step mechanism in a DNS study of spray flames. For simplicity, in the present study the Lewis number Le i = α i /D i (where α i is the thermal diffusivity and D i is the species diffusivity of the i th species) of all species is taken to be equal to unity. All species in the gaseous phase are taken to be ideal gases, and thus for the compressible flow DNS, as is the case here, the ideal gas law applies. Standard values were taken for the ratio of specific heats γ (γ = C g p /C g v = 1.4, where C g p and C g v are the gaseous specific heats at constant pressure and volume, respectively) and Prandtl number (P r = µC g p /λ = 0.7, where µ is the dynamic viscosity and λ is the thermal conductivity of the gaseous phase 
whereT is the instantaneous dimensional temperature of the gaseous phase, L v is the latent heat of vaporisation, and τ u d , τ p d and τ T d are relaxation timescales for velocity, droplet diameter and temperature, respectively. They are defined as 5, 31, 32 :
Here, ρ d is the droplet density, Sc is the Schmidt number which is taken to be 0.7 (i.e. Sc = 0.7) following Refs. [30] [31] [32] , C L p is the specific heat for the liquid phase, C u = 1 + Re 2/3 d /6 is the correction for the drag coefficient with Re d being the droplet Reynolds number, B d is the Spalding number, Sh c is the corrected Sherwood number and N u c is the corrected Nusselt number, which are defined as 5, 31, 32 :
where ρ is the gas density, while the fuel mass fraction Y F at the surface of the droplet (Y s F ) and the partial pressure of the fuel vapour at the droplet surface p s F are expressed by 5, 31, 32 :
In Eq. 12, T s ref denotes the boiling point of the fuel at a pressure p ref , R is the specific gas constant, and the temperature at the droplet surface T s d is assumed to be T d , and W air and W F are the molecular weights of air and fuel, respectively. The coupling between the Lagrangian and Eulerian phases is obtained through additional source terms in the gaseous phase transport equations 5, 31, 32 :
where 
, the diffusion coefficient is taken to be the thermal conductivity (i.e. Γ ψ = λ) with u i being the velocity component in the i th direction. Theω ψ term in eq. 14 arises due to the chemical reaction rate, which only appears in the conservation equations of energy and species. The termṠ g for ψ = u i is given byṠ g = −∂p/∂x i where p is the local pressure. Similarly,Ṡ g for ψ = e is given by:
the diffusion velocity of the k th species in the i th direction, h s,k is the sensible enthalpy of the k th species and q is the energy source term due to external energy addition. The terṁ S g appears only in the conservation equations of momentum and energy and this term does not appear in the conservation equations of mass and species (i.e. for ψ = 1, Y F , Y O ). Thė S ψ term in eq. 14, is the appropriate source term due to the coupling between Eulerian and Lagrangian phases, which is tri-linearly interpolated from the droplets sub grid position, − → x d , to the eight surrounding nodes, whilst ν represents the kinematic viscosity and σ ψ refers to an appropriate Schmidt number corresponding to ψ.
In order to account for the effects of the localised forced ignition, an additional source term (q = A sp exp(−r 2 /2R 2 sp ) with r being the distance from the ignitor centre and R sp representing the characteristic width of energy deposition) is added to the energy conservation equation. It deposits energy following a Gaussian distribution in the radial direction from the ignition centre. The constant A sp is determined by a volume integration which leads to the total ignition powerQ [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 33, 34 :
where a sp is a parameter determining the total energy deposited by the ignitor, τ = (T ad φg =1 − T 0 )/T 0 is the heat release parameter, where T ad φg =1 and T 0 are the adiabatic flame temperature of the stoichiometric mixture and unburned gas temperature, respectively. The Zel'dovich flame thickness of the stoichiometric mixture, δ z is defined as
where α T 0 is the thermal diffusivity of the unburned gas and S L φg =1 is the unstrained laminar burning velocity of the stoichiometric mixture. To ensure that the ignitor is only active until t = t sp , Heaviside functions are used and defined as H(t), and H(t − t sp ). The energy
chemical timescale, while the energy deposition parameter b sp is taken to be b sp = 0.2 in the present study, which falls within its optimal range 35 . In the present study, a sp , b sp and R sp are kept constant (i.e. a sp = 15.0, b sp = 0.2, R sp = 2.45δ z ) such that successful ignition and subsequent self-sustained propagation occur for all cases investigated here.
As the present study aims to investigate edge flame propagation for droplet-laden turbulent spray flames, it is necessary to discuss how the edge flame is characterised. Here, the intersection between the stoichiometric mixture fraction (i.e. ξ = ξ st ) iso-surface with the fuel mass fraction Y F iso-surfaces within a reaction progress variable c range (i.e. 0.1 ≤ c ≤ 0.9) has been considered. The mixture fraction (ξ) and progress variable (c) are defined as:
where Y O is the local oxygen mass fraction, Y O∞ = 0.233 is the oxygen mass fraction in air, and Y F∞ = 1.0 is the fuel mass fraction in the pure fuel stream. For n-heptane (C 7 H 16 ) combustion, s = 3.52 which leads to a stoichiometric mixture fraction value of ξ st = 0.0621.
The edge flame statistics are extracted for the reaction progress variable range, 0.1 ≤ c ≤ 0.9 on the stoichiometric mixture fraction (ξ = ξ st ) isosurface. In order to define the edge flame speed, it is necessary to create a coordinate system attached to the edge flame. To help with understanding this, a diagram of the coordinate system is shown in Fig. 1 , which follows the schematic diagram laid out by Karami et al. 24, 25 . The unit vector N Z is normal to the mixture fraction iso-surface (pointing towards the oxidiser), while the unit normal vector on the fuel mass fraction iso-surface, N Y F points towards the reactants. Using these two vectors, another vector T 1 is also defined, which is normal to both N Z and N Y F . Lastly, the vector T 2 is defined, which is tangential to the mixture fraction iso-surface, and normal to T 1 . The expressions for the aforementioned vectors are given as 24, 25 :
As outlined by Eq. 18-21 and Fig.1 , the coordinate system is attached to the edge flame, and thus only the motion of the iso-surfaces relative to the flow is considered. This relative motion arises due to the displacement of the mixture fraction and the fuel mass fraction iso-surfaces, and thus their relative velocities need to be defined. The relative velocity of the mixture fraction iso-surface is defined as S Z N Z , whilst the fuel mass fraction iso-surface moves with a velocity S d N Y F . The displacement speeds are defined as [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 24, 25 :
which follow definitions in existing literature 3, 4, 14 . However due to the presence of droplets,
Here,ω F is the fuel reaction rate, D is the molecular diffusivity, M Y F is the evaporation rate of the droplets that arises due to mass conservation from the transport equation of the scalar quantity Y F . The terṁ
is a source term that accounts for the change of mixture fraction due to droplet evaporation. The overall velocity of the edge point on the stoichiometric mixture fraction (i.e. ξ = ξ st ) isosurface is defined as V e , and is decomposed into orthonormal coordinates N Z and T 2 as 24, 25 :
where S e = V e · T 2 is the projection of V e into the plane tangential to the mixture fraction iso-surface. By taking the dot product of Eq. 24 with N Y F , the edge flame speed S e on the stoichiometric mixture fraction (i.e. ξ = ξ st ) isosurface is obtained as 24, 25 :
where k = N Y F · N Z is the inner product of the normal vectors. To investigate the physical mechanisms which affect the edge flame propagation, it is worthwhile to define different
where the subscripts reac, evap and dif f represent reaction, evaporation and diffusion components respectively. The diffusion components of both S d and S Z can be further decomposed into normal and tangential components (i.e. S d dif f = (S dnorm + S dtang ) and
S Z dif f = (S Znorm + S Ztang ) ) as shown below :
where subscripts norm and tang indicate normal and tangential components, respectively and κ Y,m and κ Z,m are defined as 1-5 :
Equations 32 and 33 provide the expressions for the curvatures of the fuel mass fraction and mixture isosurfaces, respectively. In addition to curvature, the edge flame speed behaviour is influenced by the tangential strain rates acting on the mixture fraction and on the fuel mass fraction isosurfaces (i.e. a t,Y and a t,Z respectively). The tangential strain rates a t,Y and a t,Z are defined as 1-5 :
The effects of curvature and tangential strain rate on the edge flame speed S e will be discussed in detail in Section 4 of this paper.
III. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION
The simulations have been carried out using the three-dimensional compressible DNS The initial mixture consists of n-heptane liquid droplets uniformly dispersed in air and the overall equivalence ratio φ ov is determined by the number of droplets initially present in the domain. Three different droplet diameters a d are considered (a d /δ st = 0.02, 0.03, 0.04), across three different global equivalence ratios (φ ov = 0.8, 1.0, 1.2). The normalised initial droplet number densities ρ N for these cases are given by : 1.79 ≤ (ρ N ) 1/3 δ st ≤ 3.81 in the unburned gas, and the percentage of liquid volume remains well below 0.01%. The corresponding mass loading can be obtained from the overall equivalence ratio, as the fuel is supplied in the form of liquid droplets. The liquid to gas ratio by mass remains smaller than 7.5% for the cases considered here. All three droplet diameters and global equivalence ratios are investigated across three different initial turbulence intensities (u /S L φg =1 = 0.0, 4.0, 8.0).
For all turbulent cases, the initial value of L 11 /δ z is taken to be 5.31 (i.e. L 11 /δ z = 5.31), which ensures about 10 large scale eddies on each side of the domain.
For ease of reference and brevity, each case will be referred to in the following manner :
U00, U04, U08 refer to initial turbulence intensities of u /S L φg =1 = 0.0, 4.0, 8.0 respectively; D02, D03, D04 refer to initial droplet diameters a d /δ st = 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, respectively, and F08, F10, F12 refer to φ ov = 0.8, 1.0, 1.2 respectively.
The unburned gas temperature T 0 is taken to be 300K, which yields a heat release parameter of τ = 6.54, at atmospheric pressure. Care was taken to ensure that the droplet diameter remains smaller than the Kolmogorov length scale for all cases investigated, and the ratio of initial droplet diameter to the Kolmogorov length scales is a d /η k = 0.15, 0.22, 0.29 for a d /δ st = 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, respectively, for the highest initial turbulence intensity investigated here. The ratios a d /η k as well as a d /∆x remain comparable to several previous analyses by other authors 5, 31, [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] , and thus the assumption of sub-grid point sources (similar to Refs. [30] [31] [32] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] ) is not expected to significantly affect the ignition phenomenon and subsequent flame-droplet interaction. The Stokes number, defined as
the turbulent time scale with k e being the turbulent kinetic energy evaluated over the whole volume) remains smaller than 0.36 for the largest droplet in the highest turbulence intensity
case. An alternative Stokes number
remains smaller than 0.21 for the largest droplets considered in this analysis. The mean normalised inter-droplet distance s id /η k initially varies between 2.26 and 2.85 for the cases considered here. Due to the high volatility of n-heptane, the size of the droplets decreases significantly (up to 50% from their initial diameter in the unburned gas) by the time they reach the reaction zone. Thus, the droplets, which interact with the flame, are much smaller in reality than the initial size of the droplets leading to the conclusion that the assumption of sub-grid point sources is not expected to affect the statistics of flame-droplet interaction analysed in this paper.
The edge flame statistics have been extracted at t = 8.0t sp which is well after the end of the energy deposition, and amounts to 1.6t f which is about 1.5L 11 / √ k e (3.0L 11 / √ k e ) for the initial u /S L φg =1 = 4.0 (8.0) cases. Thus, the energy deposited by the ignitor is not expected to interfere with the edge flame statistics. By that time, u evaluated over the whole domain had decayed by 25% and 38% in comparison to its initial value for the U04 and U08 cases, respectively, while the turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation rate were not changing rapidly with time at t = 8.0t sp when the edge flame statistics were extracted for all cases considered here. This simulation time remains comparable to several previous DNS analyses on localised forced ignition 1-6,32,45,46,50-52 .
IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
In the present paper, the temporal evolution of maximum temperature T max is not shown for the sake of brevity but the corresponding distribution looks qualitatively similar to that presented in several previous analyses [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 50 . In all cases, the thermal runaway takes place within the energy deposition period and the value of T max peaks above unity (i.e. a value greater than the adiabatic flame temperature of the stoichiometric mixture) at the end of energy deposition for the considered values of the spark parameters (i.e. a sp , b sp and R sp ).
Once the ignitor is switched off, the maximum temperature T max decreases with time and eventually relaxes to a value of unity during the early stages of the self-sustained combustion process, which is attained in all cases considered here.
A. Flame morphology and composition of gaseous phase mixture
The index, which is defined as 55 : However, there are finite probabilities of obtaining φ g > φ ov for all cases but this tendency is more prominent for larger droplet sizes and turbulence intensities. It can be seen from the PDFs of φ g in Fig. 5 that the probability of finding φ g = 1.0 is either zero or negligible for laminar cases and the initial u /S L φg =1 = 4.0 case with initial a d /δ s t = 0.02 for φ ov = 0.8 (e.g. U00D02F08, U00D03F08, U00D04F08 and U04D02F08). However, a combination of the dispersion process by turbulent fluid motion and slow evaporation rate for large droplets produces local occurrences φ g = 1.0 even for φ ov = 0.8 (e.g. U04D03F08, U08D02F08, U08D03F08 and U08D04F08) at high values of u /S L φg =1 . The occurrence of edge flame is less prominent or absent in the laminar cases for φ ov = 0.8 (e.g. U00D02F08, U00D03F08 and U00D04F08) because of either rarity or absence of finding a stoichiometric mixture within the flame front. Thus, the edge flame statistics have not been analysed for these cases.
Due to the lean overall equivalence ratio (φ ov = 0.8) for these cases, which corresponds to a smaller number of droplets being initially present, the energy deposited is more than edge flame speed is given by S 0 e = S L φg =1 ρ 0 /ρ b where ρ 0 is the unburned gas density and ρ b represents the burned gas density of the stoichiometric mixture, which leads to
For the present study S 0 e /S L φg =1 ≈ 2.73, and is indicated in Fig. 6 by the vertical broken black line. As can be observed from Fig. 6 , the peaks of the PDFs of S e for the laminar cases (green lines) are in good agreement with the theoretical estimate of S 0 e /S L φg =1 . Even though the most probable value of S e /S L φg =1 remains close to ρ 0 /ρ b ≈ 2.73 for turbulent cases, the most probable value of S e decreases from the laminar flame estimate S L φg =1 ρ 0 /ρ b ≈ 2.73 for turbulent cases and this deviation increases with increasing turbulence intensity. The peak value of the PDF of S e decreases and the width of the PDF increases with increasing u /S L φg =1 as the scatter of S e around the mean value increases due to local variations in strain rate, scalar gradient and curvature, which are known to affect the edge flame speed in gaseous single-phase partially-premixed flames 1, 3, 7, [17] [18] [19] 24, 25 .
It can further be seen from Fig. 6 that both the initial droplet diameter a d and the overall equivalence ratio φ ov do not appreciably affect the qualitative distributions of S e /S L φg =1 for both laminar and turbulent flames. However, the droplet size and overall equivalence ratio have already been shown to influence the gaseous phase composition, which along with droplet-induced flame deformation (and thereby affect the flame curvature distribution) and
proportions of different c values within the sample corresponding to 0.1 ≤ c ≤ 0.9 gives rise to a range of different values of S e /S L φg =1 in laminar cases. An increase in a d for a given number density reduces the overall evaporation rate and thus the evaporated fuel in the gaseous phase mixes imperfectly with the surrounding air, which in turn gives a greater likelihood of non-premixed mode of combustion occurring. Thus, the typical edge flame structure becomes increasingly likely for large droplets and this tendency increases further with increasing φ ov because of the larger number density of droplets. This, in turn, gives rise to a sharper peak of the PDFs of S e /S L φg =1 at S e /S L φg =1 = ρ 0 /ρ b ≈ 2.73 for larger droplet diameters and this trend strengthens further with increasing φ ov .
It has already been shown in Eqs. 25-27 that S e can be decomposed as S e = S * d + S * Z . Thus, the PDFs of S * d are also shown in Fig. 6 by the dotted lines. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the PDFs of S e /S L φg =1 and S * d /S L φg =1 are nearly identical implying that the contributions of S * Z towards the S e PDFs are negligible. The PDFs of S * Z are not shown separately here for the sake of conciseness but these PDFs peak at zero value confirming that the contributions of S Z to the mean edge flame speed S e are negligible for all cases considered here.
It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the PDFs of both S e and S * d exhibit considerable probability of finding negative values which suggests that the flame locally retreats into the burned gas instead of propagating into the unburned gas mixture. Moreover, the probability of finding negative S e and S * d increases with increasing turbulence intensity. However, in all cases the mean values of S e and S * d remain positive indicating that the flame propagates into the unburned mixture in a mean sense, which is indicative of the self-sustained flame propagation following localised forced ignition. As S * d is the principal contributor to S e , it is worthwhile to consider different components of displacement speed S d to explain the observed behaviours of the edge flame speed PDFs.
C. Marginal PDFs of displacement speed of fuel mass fraction isosurface and its components
In order to explain the statistical distributions of the different components of S d /S L φg =1 (i.e. S dreac /S L φg =1 , S devap /S L φg =1 , and S d dif f /S L φg =1 ), it is worthwhile to consider their mean variations conditional on c, which are exemplarily shown in Fig. 7 for the case U04D03F10.
A similar qualitative behaviour has been observed for the other cases and thus are not shown here. 
and S dtang /S L φg =1 conditional on c on the stoichiometric mixture fraction (i.e. ξ = ξ st ) isosurface for the case U04D03F10.
The mean values of normal and tangential molecular diffusion components (i.e. S dnorm /S L φg =1 and S dtang /S L φg =1 ) conditional on c on the stoichiometric mixture fraction (i.e. ξ = ξ st ) isosurface are also shown in Fig. 7 . It can be seen from The PDFs of the different components of S d /S L φg =1 (i.e. S dreac /S L φg =1 , S devap /S L φg =1 , and Fig. 8 . The PDFs of S devap are extremely narrow and exhibit a peak at a slightly negative value for all cases, and its magnitude remains smaller than the magnitude of S d dif f , which remains a major contributor to S d for all cases considered here.
It is worth noting that the magnitude of S devap remains smaller than the other components of displacement speed and thus the PDFs of S devap look like delta functions in Fig. 8 In order to understand the aforementioned behaviours of the PDFs
and S dtang /S L φg =1 ), which are presented in Fig. 9 for all the edge flame cases considered here.
The PDFs of S dnorm /S L φg =1 show two peaks at negative values for the cases with initial a d /δ st = 0.02 and 0.03 but this behaviour is not prominent for the a d /δ st = 0.04 cases. The normal diffusion component S dnorm /S L φg =1 assumes predominantly negative values and its mean value assumes a local minimum value on the unburned gas side (i.e. c < 0.5), whereas it also shows mostly negative values for c > 0.5 and its mean value also assumes a local minimum at a value of c for which the maximum value of S dnorm /S L φg =1 is obtained (see Fig. 7 ). This gives rise to the two peaks in the PDFs of S dnorm /S L φg =1 observed in the cases with initial a d /δ st = 0.02 and 0.03, while the relative magnitudes of the peaks depend on the sample sizes from the unburned and burned gas sides of the flame. The PDFs of c on the ξ = ξ st isosurface are shown in Fig. 10 , which reveals that the probability of finding c > 0.5 within the edge flame for the cases with initial a d /δ st = 0.04 remains much greater than that in the initial a d /δ st = 0.02 and 0.03 cases. In order to explain this behaviour it is worthwhile to consider the PDFs of the modified flame index ψ for the samples corresponding to 0.1 ≤ c ≤ 0.9 irrespective of the value of ξ, which are shown in Fig. 11 .
It can be seen from Fig. 11 that the probability of finding ψ = 0 increases with increasing a d due to the slow evaporation rate for large droplets that gives rise to imperfect mixing, which in turn increases the extent of the non-premixed mode of burning at ξ = ξ st . It can further be seen from Fig. 11 that fuel-lean premixed modes of burning are predominantly obtained for φ ov = 0.8 and 1.0 and the occurrence of fuel-rich premixed flame becomes increasingly prominent with increasing a d . This is consistent with the predominance of φ g < φ ov in the φ ov = 0.8 and 1.0, as demonstrated in Fig. 5 . In the case of φ ov = 1.2, rich premixed combustion modes are predominantly obtained for initial a d /δ st = 0.02 but the probability of finding both diffusion and fuel-lean premixed flames increases with increasing droplet size.
The highest values of burning rate and burned gas temperature are obtained around the stoichiometric mixture and thus, the strengthening of diffusion flame mode combustion for large droplets is reflected in the higher probability of finding large values of c (i.e. c > 0.5)
for cases with a d /δ st = 0.04 (see Fig. 10 ).
As the samples in the a d /δ st = 0.04 usually include significantly higher burned gas contribution (i.e. c > 0.5) than that from the unburned gas side (i.e. c < 0.5), thus only one Furthermore, an increase in u /S L φg =1 leads to a greater amount of heat transfer from the hot gas kernel and thus the growth rate of the flame kernels decreases with increasing u /S L φg =1 . This can be substantiated from the temporal evolution of the normalised burned gas volume V c≥0.9 /V sp (where V sp = 4πR 3 sp /3 is the energy deposition volume) of the region with c ≥ 0.9, which is shown in Fig. 12 . This is reflected in an increased probability of finding large negative values of S dtang /S L φg =1 with increasing u /S L φg =1 . A comparison between Figs. 7 and 8 reveals that the higher probability of finding large negative values of S dtang /S L φg =1 is principally responsible for the increases in the probability of finding negative values of S d dif f /S L φg =1 with increasing u /S L φg =1 . The greater availability of highly reactive mixture with φ g close to unity within the flame front for smaller droplet diameters (see Fig. 5 ) leads to an increasing extent of burning (i.e. increased volume of V c≥0.9 /V sp ) with decreasing droplet diameter for the φ ov = 1.0 and 1.2 cases. By contrast, V c≥0.9 /V sp remains comparable for different droplet diameters and exhibits a mild increase with increasing a d /δ st in the case of φ ov = 0.8, as the local mixture inhomogeneities induced by the slow evaporation of large droplets increases the probability of finding local islands of more reactive mixtures than for φ g = 0.8. Thus, the probability of finding negative values of S dtang /S L φg =1 increases with increasing (decreasing) a d /δ st for φ ov = 1.0 and 1.2 (φ ov = 0.8) cases. Moreover, V c≥0.9 /V sp and κ m,Y weakens with increasing mean flame radius [56] [57] [58] (not shown here but the qualitative behaviour is similar).
It can be seen from Fig. 12 that V c≥0.9 /V sp for the U08D02F12 case is smaller than other cases with φ ov = 1.2 and a d /δ st = 0.02. Similarly, V c≥0.9 /V sp decreases with increasing κ Y,m in cases U08D02F12 and U00D03F12 (see Fig. 13 ). Although the burned gas radius for the laminar φ ov = 1.2 case with initial a d /δ st = 0.04 remains smaller than that in the U00D03F12 case, the availability of highly reactive mixture with φ g ≈ 1.0 in the initial a d /δ st = 0.04 case is much smaller due to slower evaporation rate and thus the effects of S dreac in the initial a d /δ st = 0.04 case are weaker than in the a d /δ st = 0.03 case for φ ov = 1.2. Therefore, the positive correlation between (S dreac + S dnorm ) and κ Y,m almost nullifies the negative correlation between S dreac and κ Y,m in the U00D4F12 case to yield a weak curvature dependence of the edge flame speed.
It has already been shown in Figs. 5 and 11 that the probability of fuel-lean combustion increases with increasing a d /δ st . Thus, the characteristic values of u /S L φg =1 under which combustion takes place for large droplets remain relatively high. It is well-known 59-61 that the curvature dependence of S d for a given equivalence ratio φ g becomes weak for large u /S L φg and accordingly the curvature dependences of S d and S e become progressively weak with increasing droplet diameter.
The mean values of S e /S L φg =1 and S d /S L φg =1 conditional on a T,Y × δ st /S L φg =1 are shown in Fig. 14 This non-monotonic |∇Y F | dependence of S e has been found to be consistent with previous findings for purely gaseous edge flames 1, 3, 4, 7 .
The gradients |∇Y F | and |∇ξ| remain predominantly positively correlated due to the diffusion mode of burning in the edge flame 1,3,4 but a weak negative correlation between |∇Y F | and |∇ξ| is observed due to the contribution of the premixed mode of combustion.
This can be substantiated from Fig. 16 where mean values of |∇Y F | × δ z conditional on phase 1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 12, 18, 21, 25, 26 .
It can be seen from Fig 13 and Fig 14 that the curvature (κ m,Y ) and tangential strain rate (a T,Y ) dependences of S e and S d (also for S * d , which has been checked but not shown here for brevity) are qualitatively similar. This suggests that S * Z does not significantly affect the local curvature and strain rate dependences of edge flame speed S e . However, |∇Y F | and |∇ξ| dependences of S e and S d are significantly different (see Figs. 15 and 17) and this behaviour becomes increasingly evident for large droplet cases (e.g. initial a d /δ st = 0.04 cases) where the effects of mixture fraction gradients are relatively strong due to local mixture inhomogeneity resulting from a slow evaporation rate. As |∇Y F | and |∇ξ| are interrelated, and |∇ξ| affects S * Z and its components (see eqs. [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , the scalar gradient dependences of S e are dependent not only by S d but also by S * Z . Thus, the displacement speed of mixture fraction isosurface can potentially play an important role in determining the edge flame S e behaviour in response to the changes in |∇Y F | and |∇ξ|. From the above discussion, it becomes evident that the local curvature, strain rate and scalar gradient dependences of local edge flame speed for igniting droplet-laden mixtures remain qualitatively similar to the corresponding statistical dependences in the case of purely gaseous edge flame. This suggests that the modelling methodologies (e.g. Ref. 62 ), which are usually employed for purely gaseous edge flames could potentially be extended for edge flames in droplet-laden mixtures. However, the models need to account for the effects of droplet size and number density (or overall equivalence ratio) along with the local curvature, strain rate and scalar gradient dependences of edge flame speed, which has significant implications on the predictions of flame stabilisation and lift-off height 24, 25 . Furthermore, in Large Eddy Simulations (LES), some of the observed local curvature, strain rate and scalar gradient dependences of the edge flame speed are expected to be observed in the resolved-scale 49 but these behaviours are expected to be dependent on sub-grid scale modelling which need to account for the effects of droplet diameter and overall equivalence ratio (or number density) on turbulent edge flames in droplet-laden mixtures.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The effects of droplet diameter, overall (i.e. liquid+gaseous phases) equivalence ratio and turbulence intensity on the edge flame propagation statistics for localised forced ignition of uniformly dispersed n-heptane droplet-laden mixtures under decaying homogeneous isotropic turbulence have been analysed using three-dimensional DNS data. It has been found that the gaseous phase combustion takes place predominantly under fuel-lean mode even for globally stoichiometric (i.e. φ ov = 1.0) and fuel-rich (e.g. φ ov = 1.2) overall equivalence ratios.
The tendency of fuel-lean combustion increases with increasing droplet size and decreasing overall equivalence ratio due to the slow evaporation of droplets, and reduced availability of gaseous fuel, respectively. The droplets have been found to induce flame wrinkling in the laminar cases but this effect is progressively eclipsed by the flame deformation due to fluid motion with increasing turbulence intensity. The most probable and mean values of the edge flame speed S e decrease from the theoretical laminar flame value S L φg =1 ρ 0 /ρ b in turbulent cases, and this deviation increases with increasing turbulence intensity. Furthermore, the probability of obtaining negative values of edge flame speed increases with increasing turbulence intensity. It has been found that both the initial droplet diameter a d and overall equivalence ratio φ ov do not have significant influences on the qualitative distributions of S e /S L φg =1 for both laminar and turbulent flames. However, the droplet size and overall equivalence ratio have been shown to influence the gaseous phase composition, which along with droplet-induced flame deformation leads to a range of different values of S e /S L φg =1 in the laminar droplet cases. An increase in a d reduces the evaporation rate and thus the evaporated fuel in the gaseous phase mixes imperfectly with the surrounding air, which in turn gives rise to a greater likelihood of non-premixed mode of combustion. Thus, the typical edge flame structure becomes increasingly likely for large droplets and this tendency increases further with increasing φ ov because of the larger number density of droplets.
This, in turn, gives rise to a sharper peak of the PDFs of S e /S L φg =1 at S 0 e /S L φg =1 = ρ 0 /ρ b for larger droplet diameters and this trend strengthens further with increasing φ ov . It has been found that the displacement speed of the fuel mass fraction isosurface intersecting the stoichiometric mixture fraction isosurface remains the major contributor to the edge flame speed and that the displacement speed of the stoichiometric mixture fraction isosurface does not significantly affect the marginal PDF and strain rate and curvature dependences of the edge flame speed in this configuration. However, the displacement speed of the stoichiometric mixture fraction isosurface may have significant influence on the local scalar gradient (i.e. |∇Y F | and |∇ξ|) dependences of edge flame speed S e and this behaviour is particularly strong for large droplet cases where a relatively slow evaporation rate may induce strong local mixture inhomogeneity (i.e. large mixture fraction gradient).
The statistics of the displacement speed of the fuel mass fraction isosurface S d have been analysed further by examining its reaction, evaporation (due to the presence of droplets), normal and tangential diffusion components. It has been found that the magnitude of the evaporation component of displacement speed remains smaller than the magnitudes of reaction and normal diffusion components in the reaction zone (0.5 ≤ c ≤ 0.9) for all cases considered here. This indicates that the evaporation of droplets does not affect the edge flame speed through the evaporation component of displacement speed. However, the composition of the reacting gaseous mixture is affected by the evaporation characteristics of the droplets, which eventually affects the local strain rate and scalar gradients and determines the growth rate of the hot gas kernel. The local edge flame speed has been found to be non-linearly dependent on the curvature of the fuel mass fraction isosurface. The tangential strain rate acting on the fuel mass fraction isosurface has been found to be mostly positively correlated but a negatively correlating branch has been observed for some cases. The edge flame speed has been found to exhibit non-monotonic dependences on the magnitudes of the gradients of both fuel mass fraction and mixture fraction. These curvature, strain rate and scalar gradient dependences of edge flame speed have been found to be qualitatively similar to the corresponding statistics reported for edge flames in purely gaseous mixtures 1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 12, 18, 21, 25, 26 . This behaviour originates from the fact that the evaporation contribution to the edge flame speed remains negligible in comparison to the other components, which are also present for edge flames in purely gaseous phase mixtures. Furthermore, the strengths of the correlations of the edge flame speed with curvature and tangential strain rate have been found to be dependent on the droplet size and overall equivalence ratio, and the curvature and strain rate dependences of edge flame speed have been found to be weak for cases with large droplets.
The qualitative similarities of the edge flame statistics with those in the case of purely gaseous edge flames suggest that the modelling methodologies, which are usually employed for these edge flames could potentially be extended for edge flames in droplet-laden mixtures.
However, the models need to include the effects of droplet size and number density (or overall equivalence ratio) along with the local curvature, strain rate and scalar gradient dependences of the edge flame speed in order to predict the edge flame propagation with high-fidelity.
The modelling of edge flame propagation will be undertaken in future analyses. Finally, even though a number of previous analyses based on simple chemical mechanisms provided important insights into the edge flame propagation 1, 3, 4, [9] [10] [11] [12] 24, 25 and the findings from simple chemistry based DNS 1,3,4 have been found to be qualitatively similar to those obtained from detailed chemistry simulations 5 , the findings of the current analysis need to be validated using detailed chemistry simulations for the sake of completeness, which also provides the basis for future investigations.
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